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A Cotswold farm is the setting for a classic struggle of wills. Funny and touching,
shocking and cruel, this engrossing memoir is the story of a son's journey to find his
father's heart.
A revelatory exploration of fashion through the ages that asks what our clothing reveals
about ourselves and our society. Dress codes are as old as clothing itself. For
centuries, clothing has been a wearable status symbol; fashion, a weapon in struggles
for social change; and dress codes, a way to maintain political control. Merchants who
dressed like princes and butchers’ wives wearing gem-encrusted crowns were public
enemies in medieval societies structured by social hierarchy and defined by spectacle.
In Tudor England, silk, velvet, and fur were reserved for the nobility and ballooning
pants called “trunk hose” could be considered a menace to good order. The
Renaissance era Florentine patriarch Cosimo de Medici captured the power of fashion
and dress codes when he remarked, “One can make a gentleman from two yards of
red cloth.” Dress codes evolved along with the social and political ideals of the day, but
they always reflected struggles for power and status. In the 1700s, South Carolina’s
“Negro Act” made it illegal for Black people to dress “above their condition.” In the
1920s, the bobbed hair and form-fitting dresses worn by free-spirited flappers were
banned in workplaces throughout the United States and in the 1940s the baggy zoot
suits favored by Black and Latino men caused riots in cities from coast to coast. Even in
today’s more informal world, dress codes still determine what we wear, when we wear
it—and what our clothing means. People lose their jobs for wearing braided hair, long
fingernails, large earrings, beards, and tattoos or refusing to wear a suit and tie or makeup and high heels. In some cities, wearing sagging pants is a crime. And even when
there are no written rules, implicit dress codes still influence opportunities and social
mobility. Silicon Valley CEOs wear t-shirts and flip flops, setting the tone for an entire
industry: women wearing fashionable dresses or high heels face ridicule in the tech
world and some venture capitalists refuse to invest in any company run by someone
wearing a suit. In Dress Codes, law professor and cultural critic Richard Thompson
Ford presents an insightful and entertaining history of the laws of fashion from the
middle ages to the present day, a walk down history’s red carpet to uncover and
examine the canons, mores, and customs of clothing—rules that we often take for
granted. After reading Dress Codes, you’ll never think of fashion as superficial
again—and getting dressed will never be the same.
Would you like to be one of those managers who glides effortlessly onwards and
upwards through the system, the politics, the people problems, the impossible targets
and the work overload? Would you like to always say the right thing, do the right thing
and know how to handle every situation. Then you need this book.
'Kevin Roose provides a clear, compelling strategy for surviving the next wave of
technology with our jobs - and souls - intact... Futureproof is the survival guide you
need' Charles Duhigg, The Power of Habit In this timely, counterintuitive, and highly
practical guide to the age of A.I. and automation, a New York Times technology
columnist argues that the key to success is making yourself more human, not less. The
machines are here. After decades of sci-fi doomsaying and marketing hype, advanced
A.I. and automation technologies have leapt out of research labs and Silicon Valley
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engineering departments and into the center of our lives. The world's biggest
corporations are racing to automate jobs, and some experts predict that A.I could put
millions of people out of work. But all is not lost. With a little effort, we can become
futureproof. In Futureproof: 9 Rules for Machine-Age Humans, New York Times
technology columnist Kevin Roose lays out an optimistic vision of how people can thrive
in the machine age by rethinking their relationship with technology, and making
themselves irreplaceably human.
Discover the simple, easy-to-follow rules that can supercharge your career, optimize
your management effectiveness, and transform your life! In three remarkable books,
international best-selling author Richard Templar shares a complete, 100% practical
“code” for personal success in management, work, and life! The Rules of
Management, Expanded Edition covers everything from setting realistic targets to
holding effective meetings; finding the right people to inspiring loyalty. You’ll learn
when and how to let your people think they know more than you (even if they don't) —
and recognize when they really do. Next, in The Rules of Work, Expanded Edition,
Templar reveals the “secrets” of people who seem naturally great at their job: those
rare individuals who always seem to say and do the right thing, get raises, get
promoted — without compromising their principles, or even seeming to break a sweat.
Finally, in The Rules of Life, Expanded Edition, Templar uncovers yet another vital set
of secrets: the learnable attitudes and easy-to-use techniques that make some people
more contented, more fulfilled, more enthusiastic about life. These are the simple,
common-sense, easy-to-follow rules that happy, successful people follow: the rules that
can change your life!
The first edition of The Rules of Life: A Personal Code for Living a Better, Happier,
More Successful Life became a global phenomenon, topping bestseller charts around
the world. This revised edition includes nine new rules to take you further, faster. Author
Richard Templar brings together 106 practical rules that happy, successful people
follow, even if they've never thought about it. These are realistic, commonsense things
you can do differently, starting today... small things that make a powerful difference.
Templar offers real wisdom on: Deciding what's important and what isn't Focusing on
changes you really can make Using your intuition Learning positive lessons from your
regrets Having great dreams and making practical plans Staying young Forgiving
without becoming a pushover Follow The Rules of Life. You'll feel better. You'll be a
better friend, partner, and parent. And you'll leave the world a better place.
There are lots of wrong ways to bring up your kids, but there are lots of right ones, too.
There's no list of instructions you have to follow to the letter if you don't want your child
to end up a loser. Richard Templar's The Rules of Parenting, Expanded Edition
presents the principles to follow which you can adapt to suit you and your children.
Templar -- author of The Rules of Life and many other best-sellers -- has brought
together 100+ parenting tips you can start using instantly. Now updated and expanded
with 10 brand-new rules, Templar's rules address everything you need to know from
start to finish. Beginning with the first rule "Relax" and continuing through 100+ rules,
this book presents a guide to everything a parent needs to know from toddling, school,
boyfriends or girlfriends, through driving lessons and college. The book begins with a
section that covers the most important rules, The Rules for Staying Sane. The rest of
the sections cover some of the big questions of parenting, including the Attitude Rules,
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the Discipline Rules, the Sibling Rules, the School Rules, the Teenage Rules, the Crisis
Rules, all the way up to the Grown-up Rules.
NOW WITH 10 NEW RULES A definitive code for personal success ‘The Rules of
Work is an eye-opener for all those who would like to rise to the top, but don’t seem to
be able to find the map.’ Sir Antony Jay, author of Yes Minister and Yes, Prime
Minster, and founder of Video Arts For some people, work is a breeze. They glide
effortlessly onwards and upwards, always saying and doing the right thing, getting paid
more, getting promotions, getting results. Is there something successful people know
that we don’t? You bet there is. They know the Rules of work. These Rules are the
guiding principles that will improve what you do and how you do it. They will give you
the unmistakable air of confidence that will win you admiration, respect, and help you
towards your next promotion. In this new edition of the international bestseller, Richard
Templar has added 10 new Rules to help you get heard, noticed, acknowledged and
followed. To get ahead and stay on top, you need The Rules of Work.
An ember storm of a novel, this is Booker Prize-winning novelist Richard Flanagan at
his most moving—and astonishing—best. In a world of perennial fire and growing
extinctions, Anna’s aged mother is dying—if her three children would just allow it.
Condemned by their pity to living she increasingly escapes through her hospital window
into visions of horror and delight. When Anna’s finger vanishes and a few months later
her knee disappears, Anna too feels the pull of the window. She begins to see that all
around her others are similarly vanishing, but no one else notices. All Anna can do is
keep her mother alive. But the window keeps opening wider, taking Anna and the
reader ever deeper into a strangely beautiful novel about hope and love and orangebellied parrots.
With a stunning new look in 2015, and with more new Rules than ever, get ready to
experience the Rules effect. Begin to get more out of life, shrug off adversity more
easily and generally be a happier, calmer, more fulfilled person. You’ll feel the benefits,
and so will everyone around you. It’s your life. How good could it be?
THE RULES OF LIFE A definitive code for living a better, happier, more successful kind
of lifeRichard Templar Some people seem to be just good at life. They glide effortlessly
onwards and upwards, always seeming to know the right things to say and do, in every
situation. Everybody likes them they are great to work with and to live with. They are
happy (for the most part) and they know how to roll with life's punches. They have time
for everybody and always seem to know what's important (and how to deal with what's
not). Is there something they know and do that we don't? Is it something we could all
learn? The answer is a most definite yes. They know the Rules of Life. The Rules of
Life are the guiding principles that will help you achieve more, shrug off adversity more
easily, get more out of life and generally be a happier, calmer, more fulfilled person.
You'll feel the benefits and so will everyone around you. It's your life. How good could it
be? BARCODEISBN: 0-273-70625-XPERSONAL DEVELOPMENTpound;9.99
PEARSON PRENTICE HALL logo (not PH Biz)
The physical properties of ultrasound, particularly its highly directional beam behaviour,
and its complex interactions with human tissues, have led to its becoming a vitally
important tool in both investigative and interventional medicine, and one that still has
much exciting potential. This new edition of a well-received book treats the
phenomenon of ultrasound in the context of medical and biological applications,
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systematically discussing fundamental physical principles and concepts. Rather than
focusing on earlier treatments, based largely on the simplifications of geometrical
acoustics, this book examines concepts of wave acoustics, introducing them in the very
first chapter. Practical implications of these concepts are explored, first the generation
and nature of acoustic fields, and then their formal descriptions and measurement. Real
tissues attenuate and scatter ultrasound in ways that have interesting relationships to
their physical chemistry, and the book includes coverage of these topics. Physical
Principles of Medical Ultrasonics also includes critical accounts and discussions of the
wide variety of diagnostic and investigative applications of ultrasound that are now
becoming available in medicine and biology. The book also encompasses the
biophysics of ultrasound, its practical applications to therapeutic and surgical
objectives, and its implications in questions of hazards to both patient and operator.
One beautiful September day, three sixty-six-year-old men convene on Martha's
Vineyard, friends ever since meeting in college in the 1960s. They couldn't have been
more different then, or even today - Lincoln's a commercial real estate broker, Teddy a
tiny-press publisher and Mickey an ageing musician. But each man holds his own
secrets, in addition to the monumental mystery that none of them has ever stopped
puzzling over since 1971: the disappearance of their friend Jacy. Now, decades later,
the distant past interrupts the present as the truth about what happened to Jacy finally
emerges, forcing the men to reconsider everything they thought they knew about each
other. Shot through with Russo's trademark comedy and humanity, Chances Are also
introduces a new level of suspense and menace that will quicken the reader's heartbeat
throughout this absorbing saga of how friendship's bonds are every bit as constricting
and rewarding as those of family. For both longtime fans and lucky newcomers,
Chances Are is a stunning demonstration of a highly-acclaimed author deepening and
expanding his remarkable body of work.
'A devastating exposé.' Mail on Sunday They helped cause the 2008 financial crash.
They created a global tax avoidance industry. They lurk behind the scenes at every
level of government... The world's 'Big Four' accountancy firms - PwC, Deloitte, Ernst &
Young, and KPMG - have become a gilded elite. Up in the high six figures, an average
partner salary rivals that of a Premier League footballer. But how has the seemingly
humdrum profession of accountancy got to this level? And what is the price we pay for
their excesses? Leading investigative journalist Richard Brooks charts the profession's
rise to global influence and offers a gripping exposé of the accountancy industry. From
underpinning global tax avoidance to corrupting world football, Bean Counters reveals
how the accountants have used their central role in the economy to sell management
consultancy services that send billions in fees its way. A compelling history informed by
numerous insider interviews, this is essential reading for anyone interested in how our
economy works and the future of accountancy.
Richard Ayoade - in this foren, perhaps one of the most 'insubstantial' people of our
age, takes us on a journey from Peckham to Paris by way of Nevada and other places
we don't care about. It's a journey deep within, in a way that's respectful and noninvasive; a journey for which we will all pay a heavy price, even if you've waited for the
smaller paperback edition. Ayoade argues for the canonisation of this brutal
masterpiece, a film that celebrates capitalism in all its victimless glory; one we might
imagine Donald Trump himself half-watching on his private jet's gold-plated flat screen
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while his other puffy eye scans the cabin for fresh, young prey."
Richard Templar’s simple “rules” for achieving happiness, personal fulfillment, and
success: 6 worldwide best-sellers in one brand new collection! An amazing collection of
Richard Templar’s “Rules”: 6 expanded books, packed with simple, bite-size rules for
achieving more happiness, fulfillment, and success! Life just isn’t as hard as it looks!
Again and again, the most successful, happiest people use the same strategies. You
can learn and use those strategies — and they work! In the recently-expanded editions
of six amazing books, best-selling author Richard Templar brings together hundreds of
bite-size strategies for success… all stunningly smart, quick, and practical! In The Rules
of Life, Expanded Edition, Templar uncovers learnable attitudes and easy techniques
for becoming more contented, more fulfilled, more enthusiastic about life. Templar’s
The Rules of Work, Expanded Edition reveals “secrets” of people who seem naturally
great at their jobs: those rare individuals who always say and do the right thing, get
raises, get promoted — without compromising their principles, or even seeming to break
a sweat. In The Rules of Management, Expanded Edition , Templar shares 100+ easyto-use rules for becoming a more successful leader and manager: everything from
setting smarter goals to holding better meetings, finding better people to managing your
own stress and health. Next, The Rules of Money, Expanded Edition identifies 107
“golden behaviors” that create wealth and make it grow: indispensable insights for
saving, spending, investing, thinking about, and even enjoying money! Templar’s The
Rules of Parenting, Expanded Edition serves up adaptable, flexible principles for
becoming a better parent, from your child’s birth through boyfriends/girlfriends, driving
lessons, college — and beyond. Finally, in The Rules of Love, Expanded Edition,
Templar offers a complete personal code for finding love, sharing it, and making it last:
100 simple rules for finding a partner you can love for a lifetime (and keeping your
partner just as happy). Six classic books packed with simple, common-sense, easy-tofollow rules that will change your life! From Richard Templar, the internationally bestselling expert on life, happiness, and personal fulfillment

Some people seem to find money so easy. Easy to make, easy to hold on to and
easy to grow. The rest of us just find it easy to spend. Here’s a personal code for
a life of prosperity and plenty.
First Published in 1968. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa
company.
Some people are simply great at their job; they always seem to say or do the
right thing. They are mentioned in every conversation. Everybody likes them.
They get promoted. They get pay raises. They get along with the boss. And
somehow, they do all these things without being unpleasant, breaking much of a
sweat or seeming to put in excess effort. And when they are offered another step
up the corporate ladder or a fabulous new job, no one is surprised. After all, they
have 'potential' written all over them. How do they do it? Do they know some
secret we don't? Yes, they know The Rules of Work. These rules aren't about
how to do your job, they are about how you are seen doing it. They are about
how you appear to others. And they are about helping you to achieve the
success you richly deserve. The first edition of The Rules of Work: A Definitive
Code for Personal Successbecame a global phenomenon, topping bestseller
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charts around the world. This new edition includes 10 brand new rules to take
you further, faster. These rules are the guiding principles that will improve both
what you do and how you do it, giving you the unmistakable air of confidence that
will win you admiration, respect, and the next promotion. With The Rules under
your belt you'll have the edge in everything you do, without having to compromise
your principles.
'The most important book I've read this year...the writing is magnetic' Adam
Rutherford In 1975, as a child, Richard Beard was sent away from his home to
sleep in a dormitory. So were David Cameron and Boris Johnson. In those days
a private boys' boarding school education was largely the same experience as it
had been for generations: a training for the challenges of Empire. He didn't enjoy
it. But the first and most important lesson was to not let that show. Being
separated from the people who love you is traumatic. How did that feel at the
time, and what sort of adult does it mould? This is a story about England, and a
portrait of a type of boy, trained to lead, who becomes a certain type of man. As
clearly as an X-ray, it reveals the make-up of those who seek power - what
makes them tick, and why. Sad Little Men addresses debates about privilege
head-on; clearly and unforgettably, it shows the problem with putting a
succession of men from boarding schools into positions of influence, including 10
Downing Street. Is this who we want in charge, especially at a time of crisis? It is
a passionate, tender reckoning - with one individual's past, but also with a
national bad habit. 'Insanely readable and enjoyable' - TOM HOLLAND, author of
Dominion
Provides over a hundred "rules" about how to create wealth and make it grow,
including saving, spending, investing, and enjoying money.
A personal code for living a better, happier, more successful kind of life The
hugely anticipated second edition of this bestselling title will show you the simple
principles that will help you do less, be more – and live a better and happier kind
of life. Some people seem to be just good at life. They glide effortlessly onwards
and upwards, always seeming to know the right things to say and do, in every
situation. Everybody likes them – they are great to work with and to live with.
They are happy (for the most part) and they know how to roll with life’s punches.
They have time for everybody and always seem to know what’s important (and
how to deal with what’s not). Is there something they know and do that we
don’t? Is it something we could all learn? The answer is a most definite yes.
They know the Rules of Life. The Rules of Life are the guiding principles that will
help you achieve more, shrug off adversity more easily, get more out of life and
generally be a happier, calmer, more fulfilled person. You'll feel the benefits –
and so will everyone around you. The second edition of the ultimate self-help
Bible, by renowned author Richard Templar has now been updated with new
rules in response to real reader suggestions.
Throughout my life I have achieved many remarkable things. In Screw It, Let's Do
It, I will share with you my ideas and the secrets of my success, but not simply
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because I hope they'll help you achieve your individual goals. Today we are
increasingly aware of the effects of our actions on the environment, and I strongly
believe that we each have a responsibility, as individuals and organisations, to do
no harm. I will draw on Gaia Capitalism to explain why we need to take stock of
how we may be damaging the environment, and why it is up to big companies
like Virgin to lead the way in a more holistic approach to business. In Screw It,
Let's Do It I'll be looking forwards to the future. A lot has changed since I founded
Virgin in 1968, and I'll explain how I intend to take my business and my ideas to
the next level and the new and exciting areas - such as launching Virgin Fuels into which Virgin is currently moving. But I have also brought together all the
important lessons, good advice and inspirational adages that have helped me
along the road to success. Ironically, I have never been one to do things by the
book, but I have been inspired and influenced by many remarkable people. I
hope that you too might find a little inspiration between these pages.
Love matters. Whether it's the romantic kind or the emotional bond between you
and family or friends. Indeed latest research suggests that those who love and
are loved are significantly more likely to be alive in 10 years time than those
without love in their lives. Love makes us happy, and the happier we are, the
longer it seems we tend to live. So, why is it that some people find relationships
so easy? We all know the kind of person, married forever, connected with their
family, and strong friendships that have stood the test of time from all stages of
life. The people who make friends easily, who have someone utterly devoted to
them and for whom many would do anything. What do they know and do that the
rest of us could learn from? That's what you'll find in this book. If you study
people who are so good at relationships you discover it's not about their
personality or gender or how self sacrificing they are. Those who are great in all
relationships usually do have to work at it. The secret is that they know exactly
where to put their efforts. They know the Rules of Love. Now updated and
expanded with 10 brand-new rules, The Rules of Love helps you benefit from the
simple principles of forming and sustaining strong, enduring and ultimately, life
enhancing relationships.
In this book Richard Susskind, a pioneer of rethinking law for the digital age confronts
the challenges facing our legal system and the potential for technology to bring much
needed change. Drawing on years of experience leading the discussion on conceiving
and delivering online justice, Susskind here charts and develops the public debate.
Why is the incidence of mental illness in the UK twice that in Germany? Why are
Americans three times more likely than the Dutch to develop gambling problems? Why
is child well-being so much worse in New Zealand than Japan? As this groundbreaking
study demonstrates, the answer to all these hinges on inequality. In The Spirit Level
Richard Wilkinson and Kate Pickett put inequality at the centre of public debate by
showing conclusively that less-equal societies fare worse than more equal ones across
everything from education to life expectancy. The Inner Level now explains how
inequality affects us individually, how it alters how we think, feel and behave. It sets out
the overwhelming evidence that material inequalities have powerful psychological
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effects: when the gap between rich and poor increases, so does the tendency to defi ne
and value ourselves and others in terms of superiority and inferiority. A deep well of
data and analysis is drawn upon to empirically show, for example, that low social status
is associated with elevated levels of stress, and how rates of anxiety and depression
are intimately related to the inequality which makes that status paramount. Wilkinson
and Pickett describe how these responses to hierarchies evolved, and why the impacts
of inequality on us are so severe. In doing so, they challenge the conception that
humans are innately competitive and self-interested. They undermine, too, the idea that
inequality is the product of 'natural' differences in individual ability. This book sheds new
light on many of the most urgent problems facing societies today, but it is not just an
index of our ills. It demonstrates that societies based on fundamental equalities, sharing
and reciprocity generate much higher levels of well-being, and lays out the path
towards them.
A New York Times and Wall Street Journal Bestseller Daily Telegraph, Huffington Post
& Business Insider Top Business Book to Read 'Every year, 2 million people apply for a
job at Google - so what's the secret?' Guardian A compelling manifesto with the
potential to change how we work and live, Work Rules! offers both a philosophy of the
new world of work and a blueprint for attracting the most spectacular talent and
ensuring the brightest and best prosper. The way we work is changing - are you?
SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER SHORTLISTED
FOR THE BOOKER PRIZE 2021 LONGLISTED FOR THE 2022 ANDREW CARNEGIE
MEDAL FOR EXCELLENCE IN FICTION LONGLISTED FOR THE NATIONAL BOOK
AWARD 2021 AN OPRAH'S BOOK CLUB SELECTION AN AMAZON BEST BOOK OF
SEPTEMBER 2021 THE BRAND NEW NOVEL FROM THE PULITZER PRIZEWINNING, BOOKER PRIZE-SHORTLISTED AUTHOR OF THE OVERSTORY 'Powers
has extraordinary gifts as a writer' Guardian 'Impressively precise in its scientific
conjectures, Bewilderment is no less rich or wise in its emotionality' Observer 'He
composes some of the most beautiful sentences I've ever read. I'm in awe of his talent'
Oprah Winfrey _________________________ Theo Byrne is a promising young
scientist who has found a way to search for life on other planets dozens of light years
away. He is also the widowed father of a most unusual nine-year-old. His son Robin is
funny, loving and filled with plans. He thinks and feels deeply, adores animals and can
spend hours painting elaborate pictures. He is also on the verge of being expelled from
school for smashing his friend's face with a thermos. What can a father do, when the
only solution offered to his rare and troubled boy is to put him on psychoactive drugs?
What can he say when his boy comes to him wanting an explanation for a world that is
clearly in love with its own destruction? The only thing for it is to take the boy to other
planets, all while fostering his son's desperate attempt to save this one. At the heart of
Bewilderment lies the question: How can we tell our children the truth about this
beautiful, imperiled planet?
'The 80/20 principle is the cornerstone of results-based living. Read this book and use
it.' -Tim Ferriss, New York Times best-selling author of The 4-Hour Workweek
Acclaimed entrepreneur and author Richard Koch changed the face of the business
world with The 80/20 Principle. In Living the 80/20 Way, he shows how working and
worrying less can transform our personal lives. Koch takes the widely renowned 80/20
principle and shows how in today's cluttered and stressful world, working out the few
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things that are really important, and the few methods that will give us those things,
leads to increased happiness and greater success. Living the 80/20 Way explains why
'less is more' isn't just a saying, but a sure-fire method to achieve your goals and live
your best life.
*** Richard Lloyd Parry is the Winner of the 2018 Rathbones Folio Prize *** In the
summer of 2000, Jane Steare received the phone call every mother dreads. Her
daughter Lucie Blackman - tall, blonde, and twenty-one years old - had stepped into the
vastness of a Tokyo summer and disappeared forever. That winter, her dismembered
remains were found buried in a desolate seaside cave. Her disappearance was
mystifying. Had Lucie been abducted by a religious cult? Who was the mysterious man
she had gone to meet? What did her work, as a 'hostess' in the notorious Roppongi
district of Tokyo, really involve? And could Lucie's fate be linked to the disappearance
of another girl some ten years earlier? Over the course of a decade, Richard Lloyd
Parry has travelled to four continents to interview those caught up in the story and been
given unprecedented access to Lucie's bitterly divided family to reveal the astonishing
truth about Lucie and her fate.
From a very young age you’ve been inundated with other people’s rules – parents,
teachers, friends – helpful principles, friendly advice, and little pointers to help you get
on in life. So, how do you free yourself from these false or unhelpful beliefs that have
somehow become ingrained in the deepest recesses of your mind? In this brand new
book, international bestselling author Richard Templar exposes the most common
imposter rules, and offers a refreshing perspective and a new way of thinking. Above
all, Templar helps you master the ability to truly think for yourself, and follow a path that
you’ve chosen, rather than blindly following someone else’s.
"Green's work is of the greatest importance for the understanding of a crucial period in
the history of English writing and institutions, and a crucial shift in patterns of
cognition."—Derek Pearsall, Harvard University

& • Winning formula of tapping in to a deep-seated need/desire and offering the
promise of an answer. &
& • Huge, need-based market. The majority of people at work sometimes wonder
if there is another way, another world that would make them happier. &
& • Title has immediate impact and clarity of outcome - especially for those many
thousands who were given 'Who moved my cheese?' to try and keep them quiet
and happy about their corporate lot. &
& • From the bestselling author of Rules of Work (8000 copies in its first 6
months)
"This is a definitive code for personal business success? Key points, concisely
made, that can steer anyone through the minefield of office life." Management
Today Some people seem to be just great at their job. They glide effortlessly
onwards and upwards through all the politics, the back stabbing, the system, the
nonsense that goes on. They always seem to say and do the right thing.
Everybody likes them. They get pay rises and promotion. They get on with the
boss. And somehow, they do all these without breaking much of a sweat or
seeming to put in excess effort. Is there something they do that we don't? Is it a
natural ability or something we could all learn? The answer is a most definite and
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resounding yes. They know the 'Rules of Work'. These rules are about how you
are seen to be doing your job ? brilliantly and efficiently. They are about how you
appear to others ? successful and confident. The Rules of Worktakes simple
information about how people relate to each other in a completely artificial
environment - the workplace ? and uses it to promote your rise up the ladder of
success. This is the book for you if you want to get on and up without becoming
ruthless or unpleasant. This is the book for you if you want to be successful and
still be able to live with yourself, and be regarded as a thoroughly decent person
by your colleagues and bosses.
The Rules of WorkA Definitive Code for Personal SuccessFT Press
'Superb . . . an essential, riveting guide to how the rising power really works'
Jonathan Fenby 'Marvellous . . . should be read by anyone doing business with
or just trying to understand China' Bill Emmott China's Communist Party is the
largest, most powerful political machine in the world. Here, for the first time,
Richard McGregor delves deeply into its inner sanctum, revealing how this
secretive cabal keeps control of every aspect of the country - its military and
media, legal system and businesses, even its religious organizations. How has
the Party merged Marx, Mao and the market to create a global superpower? And
what does this mean for the world? 'A book that is as informative as it is
entertaining . . . China has been transformed. The system that takes the credit is
brilliantly described by McGregor' Chris Patten, Financial Times 'With details
never published before . . . this book has come at the right moment' Michael
Sheridan, Sunday Times 'McGregor has done the world a service with his
fascinating new book' Peter Hartcher, Sydney Morning Herald 'A lively and
penetrating account of a party that . . . has clung to secrecy as an inviolable
principle' Andrew Higgins, Washington Post 'If you read only one book about
China this year, it should be this one. And if you do not read this book, you
probably do not understand China today' Arthur Kroeber, China Economic
Quarterly
Over 32,000 copies sold. The golden principles and behaviours to guide you
smoothly through the challenges of raising children.
This book examines two questions: Do people make use of abstract rules such
as logical and statistical rules when making inferences in everyday life? Can such
abstract rules be changed by training? Contrary to the spirit of reductionist
theories from behaviorism to connectionism, there is ample evidence that people
do make use of abstract rules of inference -- including rules of logic, statistics,
causal deduction, and cost-benefit analysis. Such rules, moreover, are easily
alterable by instruction as it occurs in classrooms and in brief laboratory training
sessions. The fact that purely formal training can alter them and that those taught
in one content domain can "escape" to a quite different domain for which they are
also highly applicable shows that the rules are highly abstract. The major
implication for cognitive science is that people are capable of operating with
abstract rules even for concrete, mundane tasks; therefore, any realistic model of
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human inferential capacity must reflect this fact. The major implication for
education is that people can be far more broadly influenced by training than is
generally supposed. At high levels of formality and abstraction, relatively brief
training can alter the nature of problem-solving for an infinite number of content
domains.
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